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Abstract

Background House dust mite numbers and the concentration of its main allergen, Der p1, depend on ambient temperature and humidity and have been reported to show a seasonal variation in homes in the United States. A study was designed to find out whether Der p1 concentrations vary with the seasons in dust collected from homes in north west England.

Methods The concentration of Der p1 was measured in dust, collected every three months from April 1990 to April 1991, from mattresses and from bedroom and living room carpets in 40 houses in the south Manchester area. Twenty four hour recordings of indoor relative humidity were made in 20 houses during the sampling day.

Results Mean concentrations of Der p1 from all three sources rose two to three fold in October. This was in contrast to the 1000 fold variation in concentrations of Der p1 present between houses within each season's sample and less than the 10 fold change considered to be of clinical importance. The autumn increase was paralleled by a rise in humidity. There was no statistical correlation, however, between Der p1 concentrations and relative humidity, house type, ventilation, or double glazing.

Conclusions The results suggest that seasonal variations in exposure to Der p1 are small and unlikely to be of major clinical importance. The temperature and humidity data showed that the indoor environment remained relatively constant and conducive to mite growth throughout the year.

The house dust mite, Dermatophagoides pteronyssinus, has a major role in the pathogenesis of allergic asthma and over 80% of children and young adults with asthma are hypersensitive to its allergens. The main allergen (Der p1) is an accurately quantifiable glycoprotein found in the mite faeces and its concentration, rather than absolute mite numbers, is the important factor in the production of symptoms.

Seasonal variations in mite populations have been found in Virginia, United States, with increased numbers from June to August, coinciding with the hot and humid summer. The mite breeds in warm, humid environments and requires a minimum temperature of 15°C and relative humidity of at least 60%.

The accompanying increase in Der p1, however, outlasts this increase in mite numbers and concentrations remain high into the winter for several months after mite numbers have fallen, suggesting that the allergen is stable and relatively persistent.

No data for seasonal variability in Der p1 concentrations exist for Britain or any other temperate climate. We studied the influence of the seasons on Der p1 concentrations in the dust collected from 40 homes in north west England over 15 months. We also examined the link between allergen concentrations and the pattern of hypersensitivity as determined by skin prick testing.

Methods We measured Der p1 in the dust collected from the homes of 40 patients with atopic asthma, who were selected from the records of the lung function laboratory at Wythenshawe Hospital, Manchester.

Selection of Patients

Patients were selected from a random starting point in the skin test records for 1989. Forty consecutive patients who satisfied the following criteria were recruited. They had to have asthma, be atopic according to skin prick tests, and live within 10 miles of the hospital. No patient who satisfied these criteria refused to participate. The purpose of the study was explained to them—to measure concentrations of allergens in their homes—and they were asked to make no change in their usual cleaning methods.

Atopy was considered present if skin prick testing produced a weal of over 3 mm with one or more of the following reagents (Allergopharma, Germany): house dust extract, D pteronyssinus, D farinae, cat dander, grass pollen, and tree pollen. Patients were considered to be predominantly sensitive to house dust mite if the reaction to mite extracts (D pteronyssinus or D farinae) was at least twice as large as to any of the others.

Dust Collection and Der p1 Assay

Dust was sampled for Der p1 on five occasions at three month intervals over one year, to cover the four seasons (April, July, and...
October 1990; January, April 1991). The collection was made in a standardised manner by vacuuming for five minutes with a Medivac vacuum cleaner (Taylormaid, Macclesfield) on to preweighted filter paper (Whatman GFF, pore size 0.7 μm). Samples were taken from 2 m² of bedroom and living room carpet, and from 1 m² of the upper surface at the head end of each patient's mattress; the same sites were sampled at each visit. Samples were coded and stored at 4°C until analysis. The dust was weighed after removing obvious "non-dust" matter. Der p1 was extracted (1.5 w/v) overnight at room temperature into phosphate buffered saline containing 0.05% Tween 20 and 0.2% bovine serum albumin. Samples were then vigorously homogenised and centrifuged at 3000 rev/min for 15 minutes and all extracts were stored at -20°C until analysis. Der p1 was assayed blind, in duplicate, by an enzyme linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) technique (ALK Laboratories, Copenhagen) and was expressed in ng/g crude dust. Calibration curves were constructed with the manufacturer's reference samples and the spectrophotometer software was programmed to reject paired samples if they differed by more than 5%. This restricted intra-assay variation to this level. Batch to batch (interassay) variation was assessed by repeated assays of multiple house dust samples and was consistently 13-15%, less than the manufacturer’s figure of 25% for crude dust Der p1.

**INDOOR ENVIRONMENT**

Details of house type, ventilation, heating, and location in relation to open water (rivers, lakes, etc) were recorded. At the first visit, in April 1990, a single measurement of dry and wet temperature was made at the time of sampling and relative humidity was calculated with a standard nomogram. At subsequent visits, in 20 houses selected randomly, we used a data logging device (Squirrel, Grant Instruments, Cambridge) to make hourly recordings from dry and wet temperature probes over 24 hours on the sampling day. The hourly relative humidity was calculated from these recordings and mean concentrations for each 24 hours were used for analysis. All readings were taken in the bedroom that was sampled for allergen.

**Analysis**

The Der p1 concentrations were log transformed and concentrations at each collection time point were compared with each other by using repeated measures of analysis of variance. The changes in relative humidity were analysed with the same test. Relationships between humidity and Der p1 concentrations were assessed by linear regression and correlation coefficients. Significance was set at the conventional 5% level.

**Results**

Of the 40 houses studied, 38 (95%) were centrally heated and 15 (37.5%) had double glazing. This reflected the general pattern of housing and was consistent with other data, which show that over 90% of houses in Greater Manchester are centrally heated (personal communication, Manchester City Council).

Analysis of the hourly humidity measurements from all 20 houses (with repeated measures of analysis of variance) recorded at each sampling time did not show any significant hour to hour variation. Figure 1 shows the hourly concentrations recorded in four of the houses to illustrate this indoor stability in houses of different levels of humidity. On this basis we assumed that average and spot readings were comparable and therefore all humidity data, however obtained, were pooled together for analysis. Mean concentrations are
shown in the table along with mean outdoor humidity for the same periods.

The table also shows the mean concentrations of Der p1 in each of the three sampling sites—that is, living room and bedroom carpets and mattresses. There was an increase in the mean Der p1 concentrations in bedroom carpets and mattresses (p < 0.05) and living room carpets (not significant) from the low in July to the high in October. The increase seen in October was the result of an increase in Der p1 to its highest level during the study in 15 mattresses, 14 bedroom carpets, and 15 living room carpets. There was no significant difference between the concentrations measured at any of the other sampling points.

The weight of collected dust was similar from the three sites. The mean (SE) of all samples taken from each area was: mattresses 0.85 (0.05) g, bedroom carpet 1.11 (0.05) g, and living room carpet 0.99 (0.06) g. The weight of dust also did not vary significantly between sampling points, though slightly lower concentrations were seen in October than at the other four points. When total allergen loads (expressed as the product of dust weight and Der p1 concentration) were compared there were no significant differences between any of the five sets of samples. As has been emphasised in earlier reports, however, the dust collection process is the most variable step of the assay and therefore the preferred comparison is between allergen concentrations rather than total content.

Although statistically significant, the magnitude of change in Der p1 concentrations (twofold to threefold) was small by comparison with the wide variation seen between the houses at each sampling point. This variation, which ranged from 10 to 250 000 ng Der p1/g of dust, is seen in figure 2, which shows the concentrations found at each of the sampling sites in the 40 houses.

This wide inter-house variation contrasts with a small intra-house variation, the variation between sampling sites being of the same twofold to threefold order as the overall change through the seasons. The mean coefficients of variance (95% confidence interval) of log normalised Der p1 values from each sampling site from each house over the study period were: living room carpet 16.9% (14.3–19.5%); bedroom carpet 15.9% (13.3–18.4%); mattresses 16.8% (14.1–19.5%).

Accompanying the rise in Der p1 concentrations in October 1990 was the highest mean relative humidity recorded at any of the five sampling times (table) but there was no correlation between humidity and Der p1 concentrations in dust from any site. There was also no correlation between the increase in humidity and the increase in allergen concentrations between the lowest point (July) and the highest point (October). In all but four houses relative humidity readings were above 50% throughout.

Seventeen patients were sensitive only or predominantly to D pteronyssinus; the remaining 23 showed mixed reactions, all having positive skinprick responses to pollens and one
or more of the other agents. There was no difference between these two groups in the Der p1 concentration in the dust from any of the three sampling sites in their homes.

Discussion
Few data are available on the seasonal variation in Der p1 concentrations in temperate regions. This study was primarily designed to provide data on seasonal variations in Der p1 concentrations in houses in South Manchester and therefore a random sample of patients was used. This reflects the general pattern of housing in the area. No attempt was made to pick a sample stratified according to house design or type of heating. Therefore this study reflects Der p1 levels in predominantly centrally heated, well insulated houses, which are highly representative of housing in the United Kingdom.

We found only a small change in concentrations of mite antigen with the seasons. This two to three fold change was considerably less than the 100–1000 fold change reported by Platts-Mills from Virginia. Changes of clinical significance are likely to be of a greater magnitude (10 fold or more). The smaller increase in autumn in the houses we studied therefore, though statistically significant, is unlikely to be of major clinical importance. This is supported by the absence of any evidence of an increase in the incidence of asthma exacerbations in the autumn.

We found a much larger (1000–10 000 fold) variation between houses at each sampling point. This greatly overshadows the two to three fold increases between seasons and further diminishes their importance. The determinants of this variation are likely to be complex and probably include an interplay of house related factors, such as design, location (especially in relation to open water), age, and type and age of soft furnishings, as well as long term indoor environmental conditions, including temperature, humidity, and ventilation. Within this variation, however, houses tended to be consistent, high concentrations of Der p1 remaining high throughout the year and low concentrations remaining low.

Temperatures above 15°C and, more importantly, relative humidity above 50% are conducive to mite breeding, and these conditions were present throughout the year in nearly all the houses we studied. Only four houses had relative humidity below 50% during the study period. These constant indoor conditions are the result of modern house design, notably the near universal use of central heating, and favour mite breeding throughout the year. The lack of correlation between humidity and allergen concentrations suggests that, once minimum conditions for mite breeding are satisfied, mite growth occurs independently of this factor.

It has been suggested that people with house dust mite sensitive asthma are exposed to higher concentrations of allergen. We found no association between high domestic Der p1 concentrations and a positive skin prick test response in our 40 patients, of whom 17 were predominantly house dust mite sensitive. If exposure to Der p1 in early life is the important factor determining hypersensitivity, the lack of correlation is not surprising. Current exposure to high concentrations is probably more important in relation to asthma symptoms, but this is an issue we did not examine in this study.

In conclusion, we found that Der p1 concentrations in the houses we examined remained relatively constant throughout the year, though there was a small increase in October, which was accompanied by an increase in indoor relative humidity. The constant indoor environment favours mite breeding and changes in house design may be necessary to make homes less ideal for this producer of potent allergens.